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Abstract
The transition from micro- to macro-variables of a representative volume element (RVE) of a ®nitely deformed
aggregate (e.g., a composite or a polycrystal) is explored. A number of exact fundamental results on averaging techniques, valid at ®nite deformations and rotations of any arbitrary heterogeneous continuum, are obtained. These results
depend on the choice of suitable kinematical and dynamical variables. For ®nite deformations, the deformation gradient and its rate, and the nominal stress and its rate, are optimally suited for the averaging purposes. A set of exact
identities is presented in terms of these variables. An exact method for homogenization of an ellipsoidal inclusion in an
unbounded ®nitely deformed homogeneous solid is presented, generalizing Eshelby's method for application to ®nite
deformation problems. In terms of the nominal stress rate and the rate of change of the deformation gradient, measured
relative to any arbitrary state, a general phase-transformation problem is considered, and the concepts of eigenvelocity
gradient and eigenstress rate are introduced. It is shown that the velocity gradient (and hence the nominal stress rate for
rate-independent models) in an ellipsoidal region within an unbounded uniform and uniformly deformed solid, remains
uniform when this region undergoes a uniform phase transformation corresponding to a constant eigenvelocity gradient. The generalized Eshelby tensor and its conjugate are de®ned and used to obtain the ®eld quantities in an ellipsoidal inclusion which is embedded in an unbounded, uniformly deformed medium, leading to exact expressions for
the concentration tensors and a set of identities relating these quantities. The Green functions for the rate quantities
measured from a ®nitely deformed state, are formulated, and their properties are discussed. The details for calculating
the Green function, Eshelby's tensor and its conjugate, and the concentration tensors, are presented. The relation
between strong ellipticity and Green's function is examined in connection with the problem of the possible loss of
stability of a uniformly stressed homogeneous solid. Exact values of the average nominal stress rate and the average
velocity gradient, taken over an ellipsoidal region in a ®nitely deformed unbounded homogeneous solid, are obtained
when arbitrary (variable) eigenvelocity gradients or eigenstress rates are prescribed in any region within the ellipsoid. It
is shown that many results for single- and double-inclusion problems in linear elasticity, also apply to the ®nite-deformation rate problems, provided suitable kinematical and dynamical variables are used. The problem of the double
inclusion is considered and exact expressions are given for the average ®eld quantities, taken over the region between
the two ellipsoidal domains, one containing the other, when arbitrary eigenvelocity gradients are prescribed within an
arbitrary region contained in the inner ellipsoid. These results are further generalized to obtain exact expressions for the
average ®eld quantities taken over each annulus of a nested sequence of ellipsoidal regions within a ®nitely (uniformly)
deformed in®nite solid, where a constant distinct eigenvelocity gradient is prescribed on each annulus. These results are
new, and should provide eective tools for homogenization of multi-component composites at ®nite deformations and
rotations. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
For linearly elastic heterogeneous solids, exact
averaging theorems and several homogenization
models are developed in detail by Nemat-Nasser
and Hori (1993), starting with the pioneering
works of Hill (1952, 1965a, b), KroÈner (1958,
1977, 1978), Eshelby (1957), Hashin (1964, 1965),
Budiansky (1965), Walpole (1966a, b), and Willis
(1977, 1981). There are several basic contributions
that can be used to develop a similarly comprehensive treatment in the general area of homogenization of ®nitely deformed heterogeneous solids;
Hill (1968, 1970, 1972, 1984), Rice (1971), Havner
(1982), and Iwakuma and Nemat-Nasser (1984).
This is the main objective of the present contribution which seeks to address fundamental issues
relating to rigorous treatment of transition from
micro- to macro-variables of a representative volume element of a ®nitely deformed aggregate, e.g.,
a composite or a polycrystal. A number of exact
fundamental results on averaging techniques, valid
at ®nite deformations and rotations of any arbitrary heterogeneous continuum, are outlined.
These results depend on the choice of suitable kinematical and dynamical variables. For ®nite deformations, the deformation gradient and its rate,
and the nominal stress and its rate, are optimally
suited for the averaging purposes. A set of exact
identities are presented in terms of these variables.
An exact method for homogenization of an
ellipsoidal inclusion in an unbounded ®nitely deformed homogeneous solid is presented, generalizing Eshelby's method for application to ®nite
deformation problems. In terms of the nominal
stress rate and the rate of change of the deformation gradient, measured relative to any arbitrary
state, a general phase-transformation problem is
considered, and the concepts of eigenvelocity gradient and eigenstress rate are introduced. The
generalized Eshelby tensor and its conjugate are
de®ned and used to obtain the ®eld quantities in an
ellipsoidal inclusion, leading to exact expressions
for the concentration tensors and a set of identities
relating these quantities.
The Green functions for the rate quantities
measured from a ®nitely deformed state, are formulated, and their properties are discussed. The

details for calculating the Green function, Eshelby's tensor and its conjugate, and the concentration tensors, are presented. The relation between
strong ellipticity and Green's function is examined
in connection with the problem of the possible loss
of stability of a uniformly stressed homogeneous
solid, making contact with fundamental works on
necessary conditions for the formation of discontinuities in ®nitely and homogeneously deformed
solids; Hadamard (1903), Thomas (1956, 1958),
Hill (1961, 1962), and Rice (1977).
Exact values of the average nominal stress rate
and the average velocity gradient, taken over an
ellipsoidal region in a ®nitely deformed unbounded homogeneous solid, are obtained when arbitrary (variable) eigenvelocity gradients or
eigenstress rates are prescribed in any region
within the ellipsoid. It is shown that many results
for single- and double-inclusion problems in linear
elasticity, also apply to the ®nite-deformation rate
problems, provided suitable kinematical and dynamical variables are used. Then, it is shown that
the velocity gradient (and hence the nominal stress
rate for rate-independent models) in an ellipsoidal
region within an unbounded uniform and uniformly deformed solid, remains uniform when this
region undergoes a uniform phase transformation
corresponding to a constant eigenvelocity gradient. The problem of the double inclusion is considered and exact expressions are given for the
average ®eld quantities, taken over the region between the two ellipsoidal domains, one containing
the other, when arbitrary eigenvelocity gradients
are prescribed within an arbitrary region contained in the inner ellipsoid. This generalizes to the
fully nonlinear, ®nitely deformed, elastoplastic
case, the Tanaka and Mori (1972) result and the
double inclusion result of Nemat-Nasser and Hori
(1993), and Hori and Nemat-Nasser (1994), which
have been developed for linearly elastic solids.
These results are further generalized to obtain exact expressions for the average ®eld quantities taken over each annulus of a nested sequence of
ellipsoidal regions within a ®nitely (uniformly)
deformed in®nite solid, where a constant distinct
eigenvelocity gradient is prescribed on each annulus; the eigenvelocity gradient within the inner
most ellipsoid need not be uniform.
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1.1. Notation

2. Averaging theorems

For simplicity, a background ®xed rectangular
Cartesian coordinate system is used. The unit coordinate base vectors are denoted by e1 , e2 , and e3 .
Both subscript and direct notation is used
throughout. Depending on the occasion, the unit
coordinate triad, (e1 , e2 , e3 ), is collectively denoted
by ei or eA , i, A  1, 2, 3. Vectors are generally
designated by bold-face letters, such as a, b. The
scalar product of two vectors is denoted by a dot
between them, and the summation convention on
repeated indices is used. When a general secondorder tensor T, with components Tij , operates on a
vector n with components ni , a vector, say, t, with
components ti  Tij nj , is produced. Throughout,
matrix operation rules are used, so that the above
operation also has the following direct (coordinateindependent) representation: t  Tn; hence, a second-order tensor followed by a vector implies
contraction. The components of T are Tij  ei ´ Tej .
The notation nT is also used for n ´ T which is a
vector with components ni Tij . If T  T(x) is a tensor-valued, dierentiable function, its divergence is
written as, $T  $ á T  ei o =oxi á Tjk ej ek  
oTij =oxi ej . All vectorial and tensorial quantities
are real-valued, i.e., they have real-valued components. The tensorial operation of $ on T is represented by $ T  oTij =oxk ek ei ej : If S and E
are two second-order tensors with respective components Sij and Eij , then the single and double
contraction of their products, respectively are a
second-order tensor with components Sij Ejk and a
scalar Sij Eji , i.e., SE º S ´ E  Sij Ejk ei ek ; and
tr(SE) º S : E Sij Eji . Similarly, if L is a fourthorder tensor with components Lijkl , then
LE º L : E  Lijlk Ekl ei ej : The reader should
note the order of contractions in these expressions,
since alternative conventions are used elsewhere in
the literature. 2 The transpose of a tensor is
designated by superscript T. For example, ET
has components Eji when the components of E are
Eij .

There are a number of general averaging theorems, valid at ®nite deformations and rotations of
continua of any arbitrary heterogeneous material
composition. These theorems are discussed in this
section in terms of the deformation gradient, the
nominal stress tensor, and their rates.
Let a deformable body B be in con®guration C0
at the initial time t0 . Denote by C its con®guration
at the current instant t > t0 . The mapping from C0
to C is denoted by xi  xi (XA , t), or x  x(X, t),
which de®nes particle positions x of components xi
in C in terms of their initial positions X of components XA , both taken with respect to the background rectangular Cartesian coordinate system.
Denote the deformation gradient by F 
T
ox=oX .
_ ÿ1  D  W de®ning the velocity
With L  FF
gradient in reference to the current state, the
Kirchho stress, s, the Cauchy stress, r  q=q0 s;
and the nominal stress, SN , are de®ned such that,
Hill (1968),

2
Nemat-Nasser and Hori (1993), for example, use the
convention L: E  Lijkl Ekl ei ej :

1
1
1
_
tr sD  tr rD 
tr SN F
q0
q
q0

1

represents the rate of stress work per unit mass;
here q0 and q are the initial and current mass
densities. Hence, the nominal stress, SN , is given by
SN  Fÿ1 s  J Fÿ1 r:

2

Other stress tensors, conjugate to other material
strain measures, can be de®ned using the invariance of the rate of stress work per unit mass; Hill
(1970). Table 1 summarizes the relation among
some commonly used stress measures.
2.1. Comments on length scales
The continuum theory of materials deals with
objects which on a local level can be regarded as
homogeneous, although globally they may be
heterogeneous. At a typical material point, an in®nitesimal material element is considered, within
which the strain and stress are regarded as homogeneous. As a prerequisite, the continuum itself
must be locally homogeneous in a certain sense;
Hill (1956).
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Table 1
Relations among various stress measures
Quantity
Cauchy r
Kirchho s
Nominal SN
1st Piola-Kirchho TR
2nd Piola-Kirchho SP

r

s

SN

TR

SP

r
Jr
J Fÿ1 r
J rFÿT
J Fÿ1 rFÿT

1
s
J

1
FSN
J
N

1 R T
T F
J
R T

1
FSP FT
J
P T

s
Fÿ1 s
sFÿT
Fÿ1 sFÿT

In reality, however, materials are heterogeneous, locally, as well as possibly globally.
Therefore, whether or not a continuum approach
provides useful information depends on the values
of two basic relative length scales. These are the
greatest dimension of the microconstituents of the
aggregate relative to the smallest dimension of the
elementary continuum material neighborhood,
and the greatest dimension of the elementary
continuum material neighborhood relative to the
smallest dimension of the overall continuum. For
example, in a polycrystalline solid consisting of
crystals of tens of microns, each crystal is viewed
as a microconstituent. The elementary continuum
material neighborhood must then be, at smallest,
of the order of fractions of a millimeter, and the
overall solid, i.e., the structural component, may
have dimensions of the order of centimeters or
greater. On the other hand, an earth dam may be
viewed as a continuum with aggregates as microconstituents and continuum elements of the order
of meters. In either case, the objective is to de®ne
an equivalent continuum material element which,
in a certain sense, has the same average mechanical
response as the actual heterogeneous material element. 3
To this end, the concept of a representative
volume element (RVE) is introduced. In this approach, the actual dimensions of an RVE are of no
concern. It is only its dimension relative to the
dimension of its essential microstructure that is of
importance. If the smallest dimension of the RVE
is D and the greatest dimension of its microconstituent is d, Hill (1956) suggests that an eective
3
For a more detailed discussion and references, see Hashin
(1983) and Nemat-Nasser and Hori (1993).

FS
SN
SN T
SN FÿT

T F
TR T
TR
Fÿ1 TR

FS F
SP FT
FSP
SP

continuum may be produced for d/D less than
10ÿ3 .
2.2. Choice of deformation and stress measures
At ®nite strains and rotations, relations among
kinematical and dynamical variables are nonlinear.
These relations hold within each grain in an RVE.
It is desirable to de®ne the overall average kinematical and dynamical quantities for the RVE
such that similar relations remain valid at the
macrolevel. The nonlinearity, however, precludes
representation of all deformation and stress measures and their rates, as unweighted volume averages over the RVE.
The overall macroscopic quantities, whether
obtained by simple unweighted volume averaging
or de®ned in terms of other averaged measures,
will be denoted by superposed bars. For example,
N
F; L; S , and r are, respectively, the overall
measure of the deformation gradient, the velocity
gradient, the nominal stress, and the Cauchy
stress. When such an overall quantity is an unweighted volume average over the RVE, then it is
denoted by h. . .i. For example, if the overall deformation gradient is de®ned by
Z
1
F
F X; t dV ;
3a
V
V

then,
F  hFi:

3b

On the other hand, the overall, say, Lagrangian
strain is then de®ned by
L

E 

1 T
1
T
F F ÿ 1  hFi hFi ÿ 1:
2
2

4
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Clearly, in general, E 6 hEL i, where EL 
FT F ÿ 1=2 is the Lagrangian strain.
In view of the above observation, it is seen that,
for ®nite deformation, there is an inherent arbitrariness in the selection of suitable kinematical and
dynamical quantities whose overall measures are
de®ned in terms of unweighted volume averages of
the corresponding micromeasures, and which are
then employed to de®ne other overall quantities,
using the usual continuum mechanics relations.
Therefore, the selection must be made with care
and with due regard for the physical basis of the
basic phenomenon and the experimental procedures and results.
In an experimental setting, attempts are made
to subject the specimen over its gauge length to
measurable uniform deformations and stresses.
The uniformity here is in the sense of continuum
mechanics. 4 Thus, it appears natural to consider
an RVE subjected to either uniform surface tractions or linear surface displacements, i.e., to uniform
boundary data. This will then suggest certain
macroscopically uniform deformation and stress
measures which are completely described by the
boundary data, and which are volume averages of
the corresponding nonuniform micromeasures; Hill
(1968, 1972). It turns out that, for ®nite deforma_ and
tion, the deformation gradient, F, its rate, F,
the nominal stress, SN , and its rate, S_ N , are suitable
deformation and stress measures for the purpose
of averaging. Their unweighted volume averages
are completely de®ned in terms of the surface data
(whether uniform or not), and for either the uniform traction or the linear displacement boundary
data, they lead to many useful relations which can
be employed to eectively characterize the overall
aggregate response. These and related issues are
discussed in this section.
2.3. Average deformation and deformation-rate
measures
Let the deformation of an RVE be de®ned by
the mapping x  x(X, t). The initial reference state

4
At the microlevel, neither the deformation nor the stress is
uniform.
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is any arbitrary con®guration, not necessarily the
undeformed one. The surface displacements are
arbitrary and need not be uniform. The volume
average deformation gradient is given in terms of
the surface data by
Z
1
F  hFi 
x N dA;
V
oV
Z
1
F iB  hFiB i 
xi NB dA:
5
V
oV

This follows from the Gauss theorem. Here, V is
the initial volume with surface oV of exterior unit
normal N. Similarly, for an arbitrary but compatible surface velocity, x_  x_ X; t;
Z
_
_  1 x_ N dA  F;
F_  hFi
V
oV
Z
1
6
F_ iB  hF_ iB i 
x_ i NB dA  F_ iB :
V
oV

The overall velocity gradient L is then de®ned by
ÿ1
L  F_ F :

7

In general, hLi 6 L when the reference con®guration does not coincide with the current one, since
_ ÿ1 . On the other hand, when the current
L  FF
con®guration is chosen as reference, it follows that
F  1, and hence, L  hLi. This is an important
case, often used for incremental calculation of
aggregate properties; Iwakuma and Nemat-Nasser
(1984) and Nemat-Nasser and Obata (1986). Note
also that, in this case, both the overall average
deformation rate and the spin tensors equal the
corresponding unweighted volume average, D 
hDi and W  hWi. In the general case, however,
these relations do not hold.
2.4. Average stress measures
Let an RVE be subjected to arbitrary but selfequilibrating (zero body forces) surface tractions
T, referred to and measured per unit area of some
chosen reference con®guration. These tractions
need not be uniform. Let SN  SN (X, t) be the corresponding variable nominal stress ®eld in the
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RVE, in equilibrium with these boundary tractions. Equilibrium requires, 5
$ á SN  0 in V ;

N á SN  T on oV ;

8

where N is the exterior unit normal of oV . From
these conditions and the Gauss theorem, the
N
overall average nominal stress S is uniquely de®ned in terms of the boundary tractions by
Z
1
N
N
S  hS i 
X T dA:
9
V
oV

If the applied self-equilibrating tractions,
referred to and measured per unit area of the
current con®guration, are denoted by t, and if
r  r  (x, t) is the variable Cauchy stress in
equilibrium with these tractions, then
$ á r  0 in v;
n á r  t on ov:

10

Application of the Gauss theorem again shows
Z
1
r  hri 
x t da;
11
v
ov

Let T_ be the self-equilibrating traction rates
(not necessarily uniform) prescribed on oV , and
measured relative to some chosen reference state.
Let S_ N  S_ N X; t be the corresponding (variable)
nominal stress rate in the RVE. Equilibrium requires,
N á S_ N  T_ on oV :

$ á S_ N  0 in V ;

13

From these conditions and the Gauss theorem, the
overall average nominal stress rate, S_ N , is uniquely
de®ned in terms of the boundary data by
Z
1
S_ N  hS_ N i 
X T_ dA  S_ N :
14a
V
oV

This equation is valid whether or not the reference
con®guration coincides with the current con®gu_ however,
ration. The overall Cauchy stress rate, r,
will not enjoy a representation similar to
Eq. (14a). That is, while
Z
o
1
S_ N  hSN i 
X T_ dA  hS_ N i  S_ N ; 14b
ot
V
oV

where v is the current volume with boundary ov.
At the local level, the Cauchy and the nominal
stresses are related by r  FSN /J. Therefore, if
surface data are given with reference to the initial
con®guration, and the overall nominal stress is
N
de®ned by Eq. (9), then, in general, F S /J 6 hri.
Hence, once Eq. (9) is chosen for the de®nition of
the overall nominal stress, then Eq. (11) must be
abandoned in favor of
1
N
r FS ;
J

2.5. Average stress-rate measures

J  det F:

12

On the other hand, when the current con®guration
is the reference one, all stress measures become
identical, and (9) reduces to (11).

5
Even though the stress ®eld may vary in time, in the
description of the average properties of an RVE, this variation
is viewed as being quasi-static. The inertia forces are then
included in the equations of motion of the homogenized RVE.

similar relations cannot be written for other stress
measures, including the Cauchy stress, even if the
current con®guration is the reference one. Hence,
once Eqs. (9), (14a) and (14b) are accepted as the
overall stress and stress rate measures, all other
stress and stress rate measures must then be de®ned in terms of these quantities and the overall
deformation gradient F  hFi and its rate
_ using the usual continuum relations;
_  F,
F_  hFi
e.g., expressions given in Table 1 for various stress
measures.
2.6. General identities
Whatever the material composition, and whatever the deformation and rotation history of an
arbitrary heterogeneous material of reference volume V, there is a set of fundamental averaging
identities that follow from equilibrium, the Gauss
theorem, and the de®nition of the deformation
gradient and its rate, for any consistent boundary
data; Hill (1984). Consider an arbitrary selfequilibrating nominal stress ®eld, SN , which satis-
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®es the equilibrium conditions Eq. (8), for some
self-equilibrating boundary tractions T. Let F_ in V,
be the time rate of change of a deformation gradient associated with an arbitrary self-compatible
_ on oV . The chosen
boundary velocity ®eld, x_  U
reference state can be arbitrary, and the nominal
_ need not be
stress, SN , and the deformation rate, F,
6
Now, through the application of the
related.
Gauss theorem, it follows that 7
N
_ N i ÿ hFihS
_
hFS
i
Z
1
_

x_ ÿ hFiX
V

In the same manner, it is shown that,
N
_ N i ÿ hFihS
_
hFS
i
Z
1
_
x_ ÿ hFiX

V

N á SN  dA;

oV

hFS_ N i ÿ hFihS_ N i
Z
1
x ÿ hFiX

V

N á S_ N  dA;

oV

hFSN i ÿ hFihSN i
Z
1
x ÿ hFiX

V

fN á SN ÿ hSN ig dA;

oV

15a
_ and N á SN  T on oV .
where x_  U
Similarly, if S_ N is a self-equilibrating stress rate
in V, then identity (15a) remains valid when SN is
replaced by S_ N or if F_ is replaced by F (self-compatible) and SN is replaced by S_ N , or when only F_
is replaced by F. In this manner, the following
identities are obtained:
hFS_ N i ÿ hFihS_ N i
Z
1

x ÿ hFiX
V
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N á SN  dA;

oV

_ S_ N i
hF_ S_ N i ÿ hFih
Z
1
_
x_ ÿ hFiX

V

N á S_ N  dA;

16

oV

and that,
N
_
_ N i ÿ hFihS
i
hFS
Z
1
x fN á SN ÿ hSN ig dA;

V
oV

fN á S_ N ÿ hS_ N ig dA;

oV

15b

_ S_ N i
hFS_ N i ÿ hFih
Z
1
x fN á S_ N ÿ hS_ N ig dA;

V
oV

N

hFSN i ÿ hFihSN i
Z
1
x fN á SN ÿ hSN ig dA;

V

N

hFS i ÿ hFihS i
Z
1

x ÿ hFiX
V

fN á S_ N ÿ hSN ig dA;

oV

oV

15c
_ S_ N i
hF_ S_ N i ÿ hFih
Z
1
_

x_ ÿ hFiX
V

_ S_ N i
hF_ S_ N i ÿ hFih
Z
1
x_ fN á fS_ N ÿ hS_ N ig dA:

V

17

oV

fN á S_ N ÿ hS_ N ig dA:

oV

15d

Similar comments apply to F and S_ N in Eqs. (15b)±(15d).
The trace of the ®rst term in Eq. (15a) is the rate of stress
work per unit reference volume, when the stress and deformation rate correspond to each other.

When the boundary data are such that the integrals on the right-hand side of, say, (15) vanish,
then it follows that the average of the corresponding product equals the product of the averages. 8 This leads to the following useful results:

6
7

8
For linearly elastic composites, the corresponding expressions are known as the Hill conditions. A similar association is
appropriate for the present expressions.
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N
_ N i  hFihS
_
hFS
i;
N
N
hFS_ i  hFihS_ i;

F  F0
18

hFSN i  hFihSN i;
_ S_ N i:
hF_ S_ N i  hFih

2.7. Uniform boundary tractions and traction rates
Suppose now the prescribed surface tractions
are uniform, so that
T  NáS

N0

T_  N á S_ N 0

or Ti 
or

N0
SAi
NA

on oV ;

19a

T_ i  S_ NAi0 NA on oV ;

19b
N0
_
where S and S are spatially uniform, possibly
time-dependent (parametrically) tensors. It then
follows from Eqs. (9), (14a) and (14b) that,
N0

N

S  SN 0

and

S_ N  S_ N  S_ N 0 :

20

The Kirchho (see Table 1) stress, s, relates to
the nominal stress tensor, SN , by s  FSN , where F
is the corresponding deformation gradient. As
pointed out before, in general, the overall average Kirchho stress must be de®ned in terms of
the average deformation gradient, F, and nomiN
nal stress, S , because, in general, s  hFSN i
N
6 hFihS i. For uniform boundary tractions and
traction rates, on the other hand, it is seen that the
overall average Kirchho stress and its rate enjoy
the usual relations,

F_  F_ 0 :

23

Because of the microheterogeneities of the RVE, F
and F_ are both, in general, spatially nonuniform,
F  F X; t and F_  F_ X; t. In this case, again, it
is easy to show that the corresponding overall
average Kirchho stress and its rate, satisfy the
relations,
N

s  F0 S ;

N
s_  F_ 0 S  F0 S_ N :

24

These follow from Eq. (18).
2.9. General identities for uniform boundary data
When the boundary data are uniform, then the
integrals in the right-hand side of Eqs. (15a)±(15d)
to Eq. (17) vanish identically. This leads to
identities Eq. (18), with the right-hand side appropriately specialized. Hence, for uniform boundary tractions and traction rates, it follows that,
_ N 0;
_ N i  hFiS
hFS
hFSN i  hFiSN 0 ;

hFS_ N i  hFiS_ N 0 ;
_ S_ N 0 :
hF_ S_ N i  hFi

25

Similarly, for uniform surface displacements and
their rates, identities Eq. (18) reduce to
_ N i  F_ 0 hSN i;
hFS
hFSN i  F0 hSN i;

hFS_ N i  F0 hS_ N i;
hF_ S_ N i  F_ 0 hS_ N i:

26

3. Homogenization and concentration tensors

s  hsi  hFSN i  FSN 0 ;
_ N 0  FS_ N 0  s:
_ N  FS_ N i  FS
_
s_  h_si  hFS

and

21

These relations follow from Eq. (18).
2.8. Linear boundary displacements and displacement rates
Suppose an RVE is subjected to linear boundary displacements and velocities, such that
x  F0 X and x_  F_ 0 X on oV ;
22

where F0 and F_ 0 are possibly time-dependent, but
spatially uniform deformation and velocity gradients, measured with respect to some initial reference con®guration. Direct substitution into
Eqs. (5) and (6) reveals,

It is common to assume that the stress and deformation ®elds are uniform within each grain of a
suitably large aggregate representing an RVE,
since, by necessity, the grains must be very small
relative to the size of the RVE. Such an assumption is in accord with the usual continuum formulation of the ¯ow and deformation of matter. It
is also the basis of the general theory of crystals
and polycrystals; Rice (1971), Hill and Rice (1972),
Hill and Havner (1982), Iwakuma and NematNasser (1984), and Havner (1992).
Consider an RVE subjected to suitable uniform
boundary data. The stress and deformation measures are, in general, nonuniform within the RVE.
Thus, even though these measures are assumed to
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be uniform over each grain, they change from
grain to grain. A fundamental issue is to calculate
the local quantities, i.e., the quantities within a
typical grain, in terms of suitable uniform data
prescribed on the boundary of the RVE. This issue
is addressed in this section.
3.1. Eshelby's tensor
For in®nitesimal deformations, Eshelby (1957)
tensor is often used to estimate the local quantities
in terms of their overall values. Eshelby considered
an ellipsoidal inclusion within an in®nitely extended linearly elastic homogeneous solid. He then
showed that, if the inclusion undergoes a transformation resulting in a uniform transformation
strain, e , when free from the constraints imposed
by the surrounding matrix, then, in the presence of
such a constraint, the strain in the transformed
inclusion is still uniform and is given by 9 e  S: e
or, in component form, by eij  Sijkl elk . Here e is
the linearized strain, i.e.,the symmetric part of the
displacement gradient, and S is Eshelby's tensor,
symmetric only with respect to the exchange of i
and j, and k and l, but not in general, of ij and kl.
This tensor depends on the elastic properties of the
matrix and the aspect ratios of the ellipsoid, but not
on the properties of the ellipsoid nor the origin of the
transformation strain. It has been calculated for
isotropic and certain anisotropic cases, and has
been used extensively to estimate aggregate properties and to solve various problems in in®nitesimal deformation theories; KroÈner (1958, 1961),
Budiansky and Wu (1962), Hutchinson (1970),
and others; see, e.g., Mura (1987) and NematNasser and Hori (1993) for discussion and other
references. Again, for in®nitesimal deformations,
the idea has been used to obtain average properties
of composites with periodic microstructures, for
linearly elastic, power-law creep, and elasto-plastic
solids; see Nemat-Nasser et al. (1982), and Iwakuma and Nemat-Nasser (1983). A comprehensive

9
This fact appears to have been discovered by Hardiman
(1954) in connection with elliptical inclusions in an in®nite
elastic plates subjected to uniform far®eld inplane tractions.
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account is given by Nemat-Nasser and Hori
(1993).
In general, an estimate of the overall properties
of an aggregate at ®nite deformations demands an
incremental formulation. It is expedient and theoretically precise, to cast this formulation in terms
of the rate of change of the ®eld quantities measured in terms of the actual time for rate-dependent deformations, or some other monotonically
changing parameter, when appropriate (e.g., for
rate-independent models of plasticity). As pointed
out before, large deformation elastoplasticity
problems are most eectively formulated in terms
of the rate of change of the nominal stress and the
velocity gradient, using the current con®guration
as reference. In this context, Eshelby's technique
has been exploited by Iwakuma and Nemat-Nasser (1984) and Nemat-Nasser and Obata (1986) for
®nite strains and rotations, to construct an explicit
procedure for estimating the local rate quantities
in terms of their overall average values. In particular, Iwakuma and Nemat-Nasser show that, for
an ellipsoidal grain, X, embedded in a uniform
matrix (both fully nonlinear, having undergone
®nite deformations), the velocity gradient, Lij , is
uniform and is given by Lij  AXijkl L0lk , where L0 is
the uniform velocity gradient prescribed at in®nity,
and AX is the concentration tensor, for whose
calculation explicit formulas are given by Iwakuma and Nemat-Nasser (1984). The technique applies to both rate-independent and rate-dependent
elasto-plastic deformations at ®nite strains. In this
approach, the average nominal stress rate and the
average velocity gradient are obtained using the
current aggregate con®guration as the reference
one, leading to an estimate of the instantaneous
overall pseudo-moduli.
An alternative approach is to perform the averaging, using the initial aggregate con®guration
for reference. Hence, the nominal stress and its
rate, SN and S_ N , as well as the deformation gra_ are measured with redient and its rate, F and F,
spect to the initial con®guration of the aggregate.
When the grains are modeled by ellipsoids embedded in a homogenized matrix in order to
calculate the concentration tensor, AX , and if all
the grains initially have the same aspect ratio and
the same orientation, then a certain simpli®cation
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is attained in the averaging process. 10 This advantage is lost if the initial con®guration of the
grains does not lend itself to such simpli®cation.
Furthermore, in ®nite-deformation elastoplasticity, the overall incremental displacement gradients
(velocity gradients) or the boundary traction increments (traction rates) are generally prescribed
in reference to the current deformed state. Similarly, the deformation rate and the stress rate of
each grain are naturally and conveniently measured with respect to the current con®guration. As
pointed out before, when the current con®guration
is used as the reference one, then the overall velocity gradient is given by the simple volume average of the variable velocity gradient of the
aggregates, because, in this case, the deformation
gradient, relative to the current con®guration, is
the identity tensor; i.e.,when the current con®guration, say, at the time t, is used as the reference
con®guration, then
_ ÿ1 i  hF_ t i;
L  hLi  hFF
t

Ft  1;

27

where the subscript t emphasizes that the con®guration at current time t is the reference one.
Hence, if the boundary data for the RVE are given
by
x_  F_ 0t x on ov;

28a

using the current con®guration with boundary ov
as reference, then it immediately follows that
L  F_ 0t ;

28b

F_ t  F_ 0t :

28c

This attractive exact kinematical relation is lost
when a ®xed initial con®guration is used for referencing purposes. Indeed, if the boundary data at
an instant t are given by
x_  F_ 0 X on oV ;

29a

with F_ 0 being a prescribed constant tensor, and oV
referring to the boundary of the initial con®guration of the aggregate, it then follows that

10
This has been pointed out by Harren (1991) who uses
initially spherical grains for the purpose of averaging.

F_  F_ 0 ;

29b

whereas
_ ÿ1 i 6 F_ 0 Fÿ1 :
L  hLi  hFF

29c

ÿ1
In this case, therefore, one must de®ne L by F_ 0 F ,
which introduces certain inconsistencies into the
self-consistent averaging process. Note, however,
that Eq. (27) and Eqs. (28a)±(28c) may be viewed
to be special cases of Eqs. (29a)±(29c), obtained
from the latter by identifying the reference state
with the current con®guration. In the following
sections, therefore, an arbitrary reference con®guration is used to obtain general results, and, then,
these are specialized, wherever necessary.

3.2. General phase-transformation problem
Consider an arbitrary reference con®guration.
The nominal stress rate and the velocity gradient,
_ with components S_ N
denoted by S_ N and F,
Ai
_
and F iA , are used as the basic stress rate and deformation rate measures. These quantities are
assumed to be connected through certain instantaneous pseudo-moduli. More speci®cally, consider an extended homogeneous solid of reference
volume V, with instantaneous modulus tensor F,
of components FAiBj . Assume that the nominal
stress rate, S_ N , is a linear and homogeneous
_ both being
function of the velocity gradient, F,
referred to the same arbitrary reference con®guration, i.e., set 11
S_ N  F : F_

or

S_ NAi  FAiBj F_ jB ;

30a

where i, j, A, B  1, 2, 3, and the summation
convention is used. In many applications, the
pseudo-modulus tensor F is symmetric with respect to the exchange of Ai and Bj, but not with
respect to the exchange of A and i or B and j. The
former symmetry property will be used in the sequel wherever appropriate.

11
Since neither F_ iA nor S_ NAi is symmetric, care must be taken in
using coordinate-invariant contractions. Here, the double
contraction denoted by:, is de®ned in Eqs. (30a)±(30c) and will
be followed throughout this work.
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Suppose that the pseudo-modulus F admits an
inverse, G, so that

produced by the dierential velocity gradient
(F_ ÿ F_  ), and it follows that

F: G  1 4 ;

S_ N  F : F_ ÿ F_    F : S ÿ 1 4  : F in X

or

FAiBj GjBkC  dAC dik ;

30b

4

where 1 with components dij dAB , is the general,
fourth-order identity tensor. Then, it follows that
F_  G : S_ N ;

F_ iA  GiAjB S_ NBj :

30c

The tensor G with components GiAjB will be referred to as the pseudo-compliance. Its symmetry
properties are the same as those of F.
Let now a region X in V undergo a phase
transformation which, if X were free from the
constraint imposed by the surrounding material, 12
it would attain a constant transformation (inelastic) velocity gradient F_  with components F_ iA . Let
the resulting velocity gradient of X in the presence
of the constraint from the surrounding matrix, be
F_ with components F_ iA . In general, F_ is spatially
nonuniform. However, when V is homogeneous
and unbounded, and X is ellipsoidal, then, following Eshelby's procedure, it is shown by Iwakuma and Nemat-Nasser (1984) that the resulting
®nal velocity gradient F_ in X (for any constant
transformation velocity gradient F_  ) is constant;
see Section 4.5. In this case, F_ is related linearly to
the transformation velocity gradient F_  by
F_  S: F_ 

or

F_ iA  SiABj F_ jB :

31

The fourth-order tensor S, in general, has no
symmetries. It generalizes Eshelby's tensor which
is mentioned in Section 3.1.
Iwakuma and Nemat-Nasser (1984) outline a
method for computing S for a general ellipsoidal
X. When the operator FAiBj o2 . . .= oXA oXB  is
elliptic, a real-valued tensor S exists and can be
computed in terms of the aspect ratios of the ellipsoid X and the pseudo-modulus tensor FAiBj .
For the sake of referencing, in what follows, the
tensor S with components SiABj will be called the
generalized Eshelby tensor.
Since F_  is the stress-free inelastic velocity gradient in X, the nominal stress rate in this region is

12

I.e., if X is cut out and allowed to change without any
constraints imposed on its boundary oX, then its velocity
gradient would be F_  .

32a

or, in component form,
S_ NAi  FAiBj F_ jB ÿ F_ jB 
 FAiBj SjBCk ÿ dBC djk F_ kC in X:

32b

It is convenient to de®ne a transformation
nominal stress rate by
S_ N   ÿF : F_ 

S_ NAi  ÿFAiBj F_ jB :

or

33

Then, Eq. (32a) becomes
S_ N  F : F_  S_ N  :

32c

3.3. Homogenization and eigenvelocity gradient
The transformation velocity gradient, F_  , and
the generalized Eshelby tensor, S, can be used to
homogenize an unbounded V of pseudo-modulus
tensor F, which contains an ellipsoidal inhomogeneity X of pseudo-modulus tensor FX , and
which is subjected to far®eld uniform nominal
stress rate S_ N 0 . Denote the corresponding far®eld
uniform velocity gradient by F_ 0 , and note that
S_ N 0  F: F_ 0

or

S_ NAi0  FAiBj F_ 0jB :

34

If the solid were uniform throughout its entire
volume, then the nominal stress rate ®eld and
hence the corresponding velocity gradient ®eld
would be uniform when the far®eld data are uniform. These ®elds would be given by F_ 0 and
S_ N 0  F: F_ 0 , respectively. The presence of region
X with a dierent pseudo-modulus tensor, i.e.,the
existence of a material mismatch, disturbs the
uniform nominal stress rate and the velocity gradient ®elds. Denote the resulting variable velocity
gradient and nominal stress rate ®elds, respectively, by F_ X and S_ N X, and set
F_ X  F_ 0  F_ d X;

35a

S_ N X  S_ N 0  S_ Nd X:

35b

Here, F_ d X and S_ Nd X are the disturbance velocity gradient and the nominal stress rate ®elds
caused by the presence of the inclusion X, with
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Fig. 1. Equivalent homogeneous solid and eigenvelocity gradient.

mismatched pseudo-moduli. The ®elds S_ N X and
F_ X are related through (Fig. 1(a))
(
FX : F_ in X
S_ N X 
36a
F: F_
in V ÿ X
or, in component form,
( X
FAiBj F_ jB X in X
_SN X 
Ai
FAiBj F_ jB X in V ÿ X:

36b

Equilibrium requires
S_ NAi:A  0 in V ;

37a

S_ N X ! S_ N 0 as jXj ! 1:

37b

From Eqs. (37a, b) and Eqs. (30a)±(30c), it also
follows that
F_ X ! F_ 0 as j X j! 1:

37c

To solve this boundary-value problem,
Eq. (37a) must be integrated in conjunction with
Eq. (36a) subject to the far®eld conditions (37b) or
(37c) and the continuity of the traction rates and
the velocity ®eld across the boundary oX. Instead
of dealing with this rather complex problem, it is
convenient and eective to consider an equivalent
homogeneous solid which has the uniform pseudomodulus tensor F of the matrix material everywhere, including in X. Then, in order to account for
the mismatch of the material properties of the inclusion and the matrix, a suitable velocity gradient
®eld, 13 F_  X, is introduced in X, such that the

13

I.e., inelastic transformation velocity gradient.

equivalent homogeneous solid has the same velocity
gradient and nominal stress rate ®elds as the actual
heterogeneous solid under the prescribed far®eld
data. The velocity gradient ®eld, F_  , necessary for
this homogenization will be called the eigenvelocity
gradient.
Fig. 1(b) illustrates this procedure for the case
when the boundary traction rates, corresponding
to the constant far®eld nominal stress rate SN 0 , are
prescribed on oV . In this ®gure the eigenvelocity
gradient ®eld is given by

_F X  0 in M
38a
F_  in X;
where M  V ÿ X. For this equivalent problem,
the pseudo-modulus tensor is uniform everywhere,
including in X. It is given by F. Therefore, the
corresponding nominal stress rate ®eld becomes, in
view of Eqs. (35a) and (35b),
S_ N X  F: F_
(
F:

F:

X ÿ F_  X
F_ 0  F_ d X
in M
_F0  F_ d X ÿ F_  X in X:
38b

Noting Eqs. (35a) and (38a), observe from
Eq. (38b) that the disturbance ®elds are related
through
S_ Nd X  F: F_ d X ÿ F_  X in X:

39

Furthermore, in the homogenized solid, the velocity gradient F_ d X is produced by the eigenvelocity
gradient F_  : From Eq. (31) it now follows that, for
an ellipsoidal X;
F_ d  S: F_ 

or

F_ diA  SiABj F_ jB in X:

40a

The resulting nominal stress rate in X then is
S_ Nd  F: S ÿ 1 4 : F_ 

40b

or, in component form,
_
S_ Nd
Ai  FAiBj SjBCk ÿ dBC djk F kC :

40c

3.4. Eigenstress rate
In the preceding section, the heterogeneous
solid consisting of a uniform matrix M and a single
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inclusion X with dierent pseudo-moduli, de®ned
in Eq. (36a) and Eq. (36b), is homogenized by the
introduction of the eigenvelocity gradient F_  X:
The homogenization can be performed by the introduction of an eigen- stress rate S_ N  X, instead.
To this end, set

0
in M
S_ N  X  _ N 
41a
S
in X:
For this alternative equivalent problem, the pseudo-modulus tensor is again uniform everywhere,
including in X. The corresponding velocity gradient
and nominal stress rate ®elds are
F_ X  F_ 0  F_ d X;

41b

S_ N X  F: F_ X  S_ N  X
(
F: F_ 0  F_ d X

F: F_ 0  F_ d X  S_ N  X

in M
in X:
41c

From Eq. (32c), the disturbance velocity gradient
and the nominal stress rate must satisfy
S_ Nd X  F: F_ d X  S_ N  X in V ;

42

for the required eigenstress rate, S_ N  X. In general, the nominal stress rate ®eld S_ Nd X can be
expressed in terms of an integral operator acting
on the corresponding eigenstress rate S_ N  X.
However, when X is ellipsoidal, and when the
eigenvelocity gradient F_  and hence the resulting
disturbance velocity gradient F_ d are uniform in X,
then the corresponding eigenstress rate S_ N  and the
associated disturbance nominal stress rate S_ Nd are
also uniform in X. Therefore, a fourth-order tensor TX , may be introduced such that
S_ Nd  T: S_ N 

or

X
_N
S_ Nd
Ai  TAijB S Bj in X:

43

In general, tensor TX has no symmetries. It is
conjugate to the generalized Eshelby tensor, SX .
Note from Eq. (38a), Eq. (38b), and Eqs. (41a)±
(41c) that the eigenvelocity gradient and the
eigenstress rate are related by
44a
S_ N   F: F_   0;
F_   G: S_ N   0

44b
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or, in component form,
S_ NAi  FAiBj F_ jB  0;

44c

F_ iA  GiAjB S_ NBj  0:

44d

In view of Eqs. (30a)±(30c) and Eqs. (44a)±
(44d), expression (42) can be rewritten as
F_ d  G: S_ Nd  F_   G: TX ÿ 1 4 : S_ N  in X
45a
or, in component form,
_
F_ diA  GiAjB S_ Nd
Bj  F iA
N
 GiAjB TXBjkC ÿ djk dBC S_ Ck in X:

45b

Hence,
SX : F_   G: TX ÿ 1 4 : ÿF: F_  ;

46a

TX : S_ N   F: SX ÿ 1 4 : ÿG: S_ N 0 :

46b

X

X

Therefore, the tensors S and T satisfy
SX  G: TX : F  1 4 ;

46c

TX  F: SX : G  1 4 :

46d

In component form, these are
SXiABj  GiAkC TXCklD FDlBj  dij dAB ;

46e

TXAijB  FAiCk SXkCDl GlDjB  dAB dij ;

46f

where all indices take on the values 1, 2, and 3, and
repeated indices are summed.
3.5. Consistency conditions
For ®nite V, the eigenvelocity gradients or
eigenstress rates necessary for homogenization
are, in general, nonuniform in X, even if X is ellipsoidal. Also, for a nonellipsoidal X, the required
eigenvelocity gradients or eigenstress rates are in
general, variable in X (they are zero outside of X),
even if V is unbounded. For the general case, the
eigenvelocity gradient, F_  X, or the eigenstress
rate, S_ N  X, is de®ned by the so-called consistency
conditions which require the resulting nominal
stress rate ®eld S_ N X, or the velocity gradient
®eld F_ X, to be the same under the applied
overall loads, whether it is calculated through
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homogenization or directly by solving the corresponding boundary-value problem for the rate
quantities in the original heterogeneous solid.
Hence, the resulting nominal stress rate ®eld in X
becomes,
S_ N X  FX : fF_ 0  F_ d Xg
 F : fF_ 0  F_ d X ÿ F_  Xg in X;

47a

and the resulting velocity gradient ®eld in X satis®es,
F_ X  GX : fS_ N 0  S_ Nd Xg
 G : fS_ N 0  S_ Nd X ÿ S_ N  Xg in X:

47b

It is noted that both Eqs. (47a) and (47b) are
valid whether uniform tractions produced by S_ N 0
or linear velocities produced by F_ 0 are prescribed
on oV . If the overall nominal stress rate S_ N 0 is
given, then F_ 0 is de®ned by G : S_ N 0 , whereas if the
overall velocity gradient F0 is given, then S_ N 0 is
de®ned by F: F_ 0 .
Whether V is bounded or not, and for any homogeneous inclusion X in a homogeneous matrix
M which satis®es Eqs. (36a) and (36b) consistency
conditions (47a) and (47b) yield
F_ 0  F_ d X  CX : F_  X;

48a

S_ N 0  S_ Nd X  DX : S_ N  X in X;

48b

where
CX  F ÿ FX ÿ1 : F;

49a

ÿ1

DX  G ÿ GX  : G:

49b

By de®nition, constant tensors CX and DX satisfy
G : FX  1 4 ÿ CX 

ÿ1

49c

the homogenization eigenvelocity gradient and
eigenstress rate are both uniform in X. When V is
unbounded, there is no distinction between the
cases when the velocity gradient F_ 0 or the nominal stress rate S_ N 0 is prescribed. Thus F_ 0 
G : S_ N 0 or S_ N 0  F : F_ 0 . Also, when, in addition,
X is ellipsoidal, then F_ d ; F_  ; S_ Nd , and S_ N  are all
constant tensors in X. Hence, for unbounded V
and ellipsoidal X, substitution for F_ d in Eq. (48a)
or for S_ Nd in Eq. (48b) provides explicit expressions for the eigenvelocity gradient F_  and
eigenstress rate S_ N  which are necessary for
homogenization,
ÿ1
F_   CX ÿ SX  : F_ 0 ;

50a

ÿ1
S_ N   DX ÿ TX  : S_ N 0 in X:

50b

These and Eqs. (40a) and (40b) now lead to
F_  F_ 0  F_ d  CX : CX ÿ SX ÿ1 : F_ 0 ;
S_ N  S_ N 0  S_ Nd
 DX : DX ÿ TX ÿ1 : S_ N 0 in X:

51b

Note that the velocity gradient F_ and the
nominal stress rate S_ N in X, given by Eqs. (51a)
and (51b), are equivalent. From constitutive relations (30a)±(30c), substitution of Eqs. (49a) and
(49b) into Eqs. (51a) and (51b) yields
_ 0
S_ N  FX : CX : CX ÿ SX ÿ1 : F
 fFX : f1 4 ÿ SX : 1 4 ÿ G : FX gÿ1 : Gg : S_ N 0 ;
52a
ÿ1
F_  GX : DX : DX ÿ TX  : S_ N 0

 fGX : f1 4 ÿ T : 1 4 ÿ F : GX gÿ1 : Fg : F_ 0 :
52b

or
X

F:G  1

4

X ÿ1

ÿ D  :

49d

In general, CX and DX do not have any symmetries, as can be seen from their components,
ÿ1

CXAiBj  dij dAB ÿ GiAkC FXCkBj  ;

49e

ÿ1
FAiCk GXkCjB  :

49f

DXiAjB

51a

 dAB dij ÿ

In the sequel, attention is con®ned to the case
when V is unbounded and X is ellipsoidal, so that

Noting identities (46c) and (46d), observe that the
fourth-order tensors in the right-hand sides of
Eqs. (52a) and (52b) become
ÿ1

FX : f1 4 ÿ SX : 1 4 ÿ G: FX g : G
ÿ1

 f1 4 ÿ TX : 1 4 ÿ T : GX g ;

52c

ÿ1

GX : f1 4 ÿ TX : 1 4 ÿ F: GX g : F
ÿ1

 f1 4 ÿ SX : 1 4 ÿ G: FX g :

52d
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When these are compared with Eqs. (51a) and
(51b), the following equivalence relations 14 between (CX ; SX ) and (DX ; TX ) are obtained:
X

X

X

X ÿ1

F :C : C ÿ S 

X

X

X ÿ1

:G  D : D ÿ T  ;
52e

ÿ1

ÿ1

GX : D : DX ÿ TX  : F  CX : CX ÿ SX  :
52f
3.6. Concentration tensors
Eqs. (51a) and (51b) yield the velocity gradient,
_ and the nominal stress rate, S_ N , in an ellipsoidal
F,
inclusion, X, of pseudo-modulus tensor FX , which
is embedded in an unbounded homogeneous solid
of pseudo-modulus tensor F, under far®eld uniform data, S_ N 0  F : F_ 0 . These, thus, de®ne the
concentration tensors which relate the local ®elds
in X to the far®eld data, as follows:
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In component form, the concentration tensors
become,
AXiAjB  fdij dAB ÿ PXiAkC FCkBj ÿ FXCkBj gÿ1 ;
ÿ1

BXAiBj  dAB dij ÿ QXAiCk GkCjB ÿ GXkCjB g ;

54e
54f

where,
PXiAjB  SXiACk GXkCjB ;

54g

QXAiBj  TXAikC FXCkBj :

54h

Tensor PX (and hence QX ) is obtained in Section 6.3 in terms of the Green function of
the unbounded V of pseudo-modulus tensor F
(or, pseudo-compliance G) and the aspect ratios
of the ellipsoid X. These tensors do not depend
on the properties of X. They are real-valued
and can be computed as long as the operator
FAiBj o2 . . .= oXA oXB  is elliptic.

F_  AX : F_ 0 ;

53a

4. Green's function and concentration tensors

S_ N  BX : S_ N 0 ;

53b

In Sections 3.2 and 3.4, the generalized Eshelby
tensor, SX , and its conjugate, TX , are introduced
for an in®nitely extended homogeneous solid of
pseudo-modulus and pseudo-compliance tensors,
F and G. These are then used to determine the
constant velocity gradient and the nominal stress
rate ®elds, F_ and S_ N , in an ellipsoidal subdomain
X, in which a uniform eigenvelocity gradient (or
eigenstress rate) is distributed. As pointed out in
Section 3.3, the generalized Eshelby tensor and its
conjugate can be used to estimate the average velocity gradients and the nominal stress rates in an
inclusion of pseudo-modulus and pseudo-compliance tensors, FX and GX , which is embedded in
an unbounded uniform matrix. Under suitable
settings, these tensors can be computed. Therefore,
they provide an eective means for estimating the
overall pseudo moduli of a heterogeneous solid.
In this section, an in®nitely extended homogeneous solid is considered within a portion of which
either eigenvelocity gradients or eigenstress rates
are distributed (not necessarily uniformly). The
Green function for the unbounded solid is then
used to formulate the resulting velocity ®eld in
terms of two integral operators, S1 X; F_   and

where
AX  CX : CX ÿ SX  ;

ÿ1

53c

BX  DX : DX ÿ TX ÿ1

53d

are the concentration tensors; here, CX and DX are
de®ned by Eqs. (49a) and (49b). These tensors
may be expressed as
ÿ1

AX  f1 4 ÿ PX : F ÿ FX g ;

54a

BX  f1 4 ÿ QX : G ÿ GX gÿ1 :

54b

Here, in addition to Eqs. (49a) and (49b), the
following notation is used:
PX  SX : G;

54c

QX  TX : F:

54d

14
Except for the symmetries that exist in linear elasticity, but
not in the present case, the above relations are identical to the
corresponding relations in linear elasticity; see Nemat-Nasser
and Hori (1993).
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T1 X; S_ N  , where F_   F_  X and S_ N   S_ N  X
are the corresponding prescribed eigenvelocity
gradient and eigenstress rate. 15 The integral operators reduce to tensor operators, when the distribution of eigenvelocity gradients or eigenstress
rates is uniform and the domain X in which they
are distributed is an isolated ellipsoid in an unbounded uniform medium, resulting in the generalized Eshelby tensor, SX , and its conjugate, TX .
Equations are derived for these tensors in the
general case of a matrix with an instantaneous
pseudo-modulus which corresponds to complexvalued characteristics. Then a number of interesting properties of the generalized Eshelby tensor
are examined, showing how certain results from
linear elasticity can be generalized for application
to ®nite deformation plasticity which involves full
geometric and material nonlinearities. Many of
these results are new. For example, it is shown how
the double-inclusion problem is solved for the velocity gradient and the nominal stress rate imposed
on the ®nite deformation and rotation of fully
nonlinear elastoplastic heterogeneous solids. From
this, the disturbances produced in the average velocity gradient, nominal stress rate, and other related quantities, by prescribed eigenvelocity
gradients or eigenstress rates, are obtained. As
before, throughout this section, quasi-static deformation is considered. All rate quantities are
measured with respect to a monotonically changing parameter. Thus, the rate of change of any
®eld represents its instantaneous quasi-static variation, from which its incremental change is calculated.
4.1. Reciprocal relations
As pointed out in Section 3.2, for a broad class
of problems, the pseudo-modulus tensor F, with
components FAiBj , is symmetric with respect to the

15

Only the eigenvelocity gradient or the eigenstress rate, but
not both, can be prescribed arbitrarily in a given region. Hence,
when both eigenvelocity gradient and eigenstress rate are
mentioned, either two separate problems are considered, or
the two ®elds are mutually dependent. The intended alternative
should be clear from the context

exchange of Ai and Bj, i.e., the nine by nine matrix
of FAiBj has diagonal symmetry. Then, the reciprocal theorem of linear elasticity remains valid for
rate problems.
To show this, consider a ®nite solid with volume V and boundary oV , having such a modulus
tensor, and let it be in equilibrium under two sets
of boundary data, as follows:
N
$ á S_

a

X  f_

N a

N á S_

 T_

a

a

X  0 in V ;

on oV ;

55a

a  1; 2:

55b

Note that these are two dierent problems, associated with the same solid. Now take the dot
product of Eq. (55a) with x_ b and integrate the
resulting expression over V to obtain,
Z
Z
a
a
x_ b T_ dV  x_ b á f_ dV
oV

Z


V
b

F_ : S_

N a

Z
dV 

V

b
a
F_ : F: F_
dV ;

V

55c
where the Gauss theorem, the boundary data (55b)
and (30a) are used. Since the nine by nine matrix
of the components of F is diagonally symmetric,
Z
Z
b
a
a
b
F_ : F: F_ dV  F_ : F: F_ dV ;
55d
V

V

and, hence,
Z
Z
b _ a
x_ á T dV  x_ b á f_
oV

V

Z


oV

b
x_ a á T_ dV 

Z

a

dV

x_ a á f_

b

dV :

55e

V

From this result it follows that, in an unbounded
solid, the displacement rate x_ 1 X 2  at point X 2
due to a unit f_ applied at point X 1 , is equal to the
displacement rate x_ 2 X 1  at point X 1 due to a
unit f_ applied at point X 2 , i.e.,
x_ 1 X 2   x_ 2 X 1 :

55f

Expressions (55e) and (55f) are reciprocal relations, valid when the pseudo-modulus tensor F,
with components FAiBj , is symmetric with respect
to the exchange of Ai and Bj.
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4.2. Green's function
Consider an in®nitely extended domain, denoted by V 1 , consisting of a homogeneous solid of
pseudo-modulus F and pseudo-compliance G.
Formally, the Green function for this solid,
G1
jm X; Y, is the vector-valued fundamental solution of the operator Lij  FAiBj o2 . . .= oXA oXB ,
de®ned by the following boundary-value problem:
FAiBj G1
jm;AB X; Y  d X ÿ Ydim  0;

56a

where d X ÿ Y is the delta function, and
G1
jm

X; Y ! 0

as jX j ! 1:

56b

Note that, in the expression of the Green function,
the ®rst subscript denotes the corresponding
component, and the second subscript is the direction of an applied unit ``force-rate''. Hence, G1
jm is
the ej -component of the vector-valued function
G1 X; Y, measured at point X, due to the unit
``force-rate'' applied at point Y in the direction em .
Since the domain V 1 is homogeneous and unbounded, only the dierence between the X-point
(where the ``displacement rate'' is measured) and
the Y-point (where the unit ``force-rate'' is applied)
determines the Green function,
G1 X; Y  G1 X ÿ Y:

57

as jZj ! 1:

58a

The gradient of G1 also vanishes for large values
of Z, and hence the far®eld velocity gradients and
the nominal stress rates are zero. For an arbitrary
®nite domain W within V 1 to be in equilibrium,
the resultant traction rates on the surface oW of W
must satisfy
Z
N á fF: $X G1 X ÿ Yg dSX
oW

(


ÿ1 2
0

if Y in W
otherwise;

The Green function G1 has the following
symmetry property, derived from the reciprocal
theorem Eq. (55f).
G1 Z  G1T ÿZ

59a

or
1
G1
ij Z  Gji ÿZ:

59b
1

From the governing Eqs. (56a) and (56b), G is an
even function of Z. Thus, in view of Eqs. (59a) and
(59b),
G1 Z  G1T Z

60a

or
1
G1
ij Z  Gji Z:

60b

4.3. The body-force-rate problem
Consider the velocity ®eld x_ X produced by
distributed body-force rate, f_ X, which vanishes
toward in®nity. The boundary-value problem for x_
is,
$ á fF: $

T
x_ X g  f_ X  0

X in V 1 ;
61a

with
x_ X ! 0 as jXj ! 1:

The far®eld condition (56b) now becomes
G1 Z ! 0

509

58b

where N is the outer unit normal of oW , and
subscript X stands for dierentiation (integration)
with respect to X. Eq. (58b) is obtained with the
aid of the Gauss theorem, by integrating the governing Eq. (56a) over W.

61b

In component form, Eq. (61a) becomes,
FAiBj x_ j;AB  f_i  0

X in V 1 :

61c

From linearity, the solution is given by integrating
the Green function G1 , weighted by the prescribed
_ Assuming that f_ vanishes subody force-rate f.
ciently quickly toward in®nity, this gives,
Z
62a
x_ X  G1 X ÿ Y á f_ Y dVY ;
V1

or, in component form,
Z
_
x_ i X  G1
im Y ÿ Xf m Y dVY :

62b

V1

This is the unique solution of the boundary-value
problem (61a)±(61c), valid for any f_ (discontinuous or not) which renders the integral ®nite,
provided that the ellipticity condition for the
pseudo-modulus tensor, F, is satis®ed.

510
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_ is given by the
Suppose the body-force rate, f,
_
divergence of a tensor ®eld S X which is suciently smooth in W but suers a jump to 0 across
oW , i.e.,
(
S_ X 6 0 X in W
S_ X 
63a
0
otherwise;
f_ X  $ á S_ X X in W :
63b
_
While f X is ®nite within W, it behaves as a delta
function across oW . This behavior is represented
by concentrated force-rates distributed within a
thin layer about oW , representing the jump in S_ X
across this boundary; the overall eect, therefore,
is represented by additional traction rates acting
on W over its boundary oW . Denote these traction
_ X for X on oW , and obtain
rates by T
_ X
_ X  N X á S
T



_
SX  ;
 ÿN X á lim

X !X

X on oW ;

63c

Z



1T

G

_ Y dSY ;
Y ÿ X á T

64

where the symmetry of G1 , Eqs. (59a) and (59b),
is used. In view of Eqs. (63b) and (63c), use the
Gauss theorem to rewrite Eq. (64) as
Z
x_ X  ÿ f$Y G1T Y ÿ Xg: S_ Y dVY ; 65a
W

or, in component form,

16

65b

where subscript A following a comma denotes
derivative with respect to YA .
4.4. The eigenvelocity gradient or eigenstress rate
problem
Consider an eigenvelocity gradient ®eld F_  (or
eigenstress rate ®eld S_ N  ) prescribed 17 in W and
vanishing identically outside of W,
(
_
_F X  F X X in W
66a
0
otherwise
or

(

S_ N  X
0

X in W
otherwise:

66b

Let x_ v (let x_ s ) be the velocity ®eld produced by F_ 
(by S_ N  ) and denote by F_ v and S_ Nv (by F_ s and S_ Ns )
the corressponding velocity gradient and nominal
stress rate ®elds. These velocity gradient and
nominal stress rate ®elds satisfy
F_ v  $

x_ v T ;

67a

S_ Nv  F: F_ v ÿ F: F_  ;

67b

for the ®rst problem, and
F_ s  $

oW

_
G1
ik;A Y ÿ XS Ak Y dVY ;

W

S_ N  X  

where the minus sign is due to the fact that the unit
outer normal N points from the inside toward the
outside of W, and X is a point inside W. The
resulting velocity ®eld produced by body-force
rate f_ X distributed within W, and traction rates
_ X acting on oW , i.e., the velocity ®eld correT
sponding to Eqs. (63b) and (63c), is given by
Z
x_ X  G1T Y ÿ X á f Y dVY
W

Z
x_ i X  ÿ

x_ s T ;

S_ Ns  F: F_ s  S_ N  ;

67c
67d

for the second problem; see Section 3.
The divergence of the eigenvelocity gradient F_ 
and eigenstress rate S_ N  can be regarded as equivalent body-force rates. Indeed, direct substitution
of the constitutive relations (67b) and (67d) into
the equations of equilibrium yields
$ á S_ Nv  $ á fF: $

x_ v T g  $ á ÿF: F_    0
67e

16
In view of the limited symmetries, the correct order of
contractions must be preserved in the coordinate-independent
notation.

17
These are two separate problems which are being examined
simultaneously.
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and
T
x_ s  g  $ á S_ N   0:

$ á S_ Ns  $ á fF: $

67f

The divergence of ÿF : F_  (of S_ N  ) appears like a
body-force rate in the governing equations for the
velocity ®eld x_ v (®eld x_ s ); see Eq. (61a). Hence, the
velocity ®eld x_ v (®eld x_ s ) may be expressed in terms
of the Green function G1 , as
Z
x_ v X  f$Y G1T Y ÿ Xg : fF: F_  Yg dVY

511

T1 X; S_ N  

Z
1
N
_
 ÿF:
C Y ÿ X : S Y dVY  S_ N  X;
W

69b
or, in component form,
Z
1

_
_
SiA X; F   C1
iAmC Y ÿ XFCmBl F lB Y dVY
W

69c

W

68a
and

Z
x_ X  ÿ f$Y
s

_ N
T1
Ai X; S   ÿ FAiBj

Z

C1
jBkC Y ÿ X

W

G

1T

Y ÿ Xg : S_ N  Y dVY



N
S_ Ck

Y dVY



 S_ NAi X:

69d

W

68b
or, in component form,
Z
v
_
x_ i X  G1
ik;A Y ÿ XFAkBj F jB Y dVY

68c

W

and
x_ si

Z

X  ÿ

_N
G1
ik;A Y ÿ XS Ak Y dVY ;

68d

W

where comma followed by the subscript A denotes
dierentiation with respect to YA . The velocity
®eld x_ v (®eld x_ s ) satis®es x_ v Z ! 0, (x_ s Z ! 0),
as jZj ! 1, and is continuous across oW .
In general, the velocity gradient and nominal
stress rate ®elds, F_ v and S_ Nv , (®elds F_ s and S_ Ns ) are
discontinuous across surfaces where the eigenvelocity gradient (eigenstress rate) admits ®nite discontinuities; the velocity ®eld x_ v (®eld x_ s ) is, of
course, continuous, as are the traction rates N á S_ Nv
(traction-rates N á S_ Ns ).
Using the velocity gradient and the constitutive
relations given by Eqs. (67a)±(67f), de®ne the integral operator S1 (operator T1 ) which determines F_ v (determines S_ Ns ), in terms of F_  (of S_ N  ),
as follows:
Z
1

_
69a
S X; F   C1 Y ÿ X : F : F_  Y dVY
W

In Eqs. (69a)±(69d), the tensor ®eld C1 Y ÿ X is
de®ned by
C1
iAjB Y ÿ X
1
Y ÿ X  G1
 ÿ fG1
ji;BA Y ÿ Xg;
2 ij;AB

69e

where comma followed by the subscripts A and B
denotes dierentiation with respect to YA and YB
or XA and XB . In view of the symmetries of the
Green function, Eq. (60a) and Eq. (60b), the tensor ®eld C1
iAjB has the following symmetries:
1
1
1
C1
iAjB  CjAiB  CjBiA  CiBjA :

69f

Hence, while FiAjB , in general, may have, at most,
45 distinct components, C1
iAjB has, at most, only 36
distinct 18 components. In Eq. (56a), which de®nes
the Green function, only the following combination of the components of the pseudo-modulus
tensor is involved: FAiBj  FBiAj =2. In light of
the assumed symmetry with respect to Ai and Bj, it
is seen that only 36 distinct combinations of the
components of FAiBj enter the solution of the
Green function for an unbounded domain. This
combination is, FAiBj  FBiAj  FAjBi  FBjAi =4.

18
There are six distinct components for each ®xed pair of A
and B, or for each ®xed pair of i and j. Hence, there are only 36
possible distinct components for C1
iAjB ; i; j; A; B  1; 2; 3.

512
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When the eigen®elds F_  and S_ N  correspond to
each other in the sense that
S_ N  X  ÿF : F_  X

70a

or
F_  X  ÿG : S_ N  X

X in W ;

70b

then the resulting velocity ®elds x_ v and x_ s are the
same, as are the resulting velocity gradient and
nominal stress rate ®elds. Then Eq. (67a) and
Eq. (67c) agree, and
S_ Nv  F: F_ v ÿ F_    F: F_ s  S_ N   S_ Ns :

71

Therefore, the integral operators S1 and T1
satisfy
T1 X; ÿF: F_    F: fS1 X; F_   ÿ F_  Xg
72a
S1 X; ÿG: S_ N    G: fT1 X; S_ N   ÿ S_ N  Xg;
72b
N

_
_
provided that S and F are related by Eqs. (70a)
and (70b). Eqs. (72a) and (72b) are the equivalence
relations between the integral operators S1 and
T1 .
4.5. Generalized Eshelby tensor and its conjugate
In the preceding section, the integral operator
_ N
X; F_  ) and its conjugate T1
Ai X; S ), are expressed in terms of the tensor ®eld C1
jBkC Y ÿ X
which is given by the gradient of the Green func1
tion G1
ij Z of the unbounded domain V ; see
Eqs. (69a)±(69c) and Eqs. (69b)±(69d). The integral of C1
jBkC Y ÿ X over an ellipsoidal domain X
turns out to be constant, as shown in Section 6.3.
From this, the generalized Eshelby tensor SX and
its conjugate TX are obtained.
De®ne the tensor ®eld
Z
73a
PiAjB X; W   C1
iAjB Y ÿ X dVY :
S1
iA

W

In terms of PiAjB X; W , the generalized Eshelby
tensor SX for an ellipsoidal domain is given by,
SXiABj



where

PXiAkC FCkBj ;

73b

PiAjB X; X  PXiAjB  constant

for X in X;

73c

see (54c,d,g,h) and Eqs. (69a)±(69f). As pointed
out before, there are, at most, 36 distinct components for PXiAjB ; see Eq. (69f). From the symmetry
PXiAjB  PXjBiA , it follows that the generalized
Eshelby tensor satis®es the following two symmetry properties:
SXiABj GjBkC  SXkCBj GjBiA  PXiAkC 

73d

and
FAiCk SXkCBj  FBjCk SXkCAi  FBjCk PXkClD FDlAi :
73e
Consider now the integral operator T X; S_ N  
given by Eq. (69b), and using the equivalence relations (72a), de®ne the tensor ®eld T1
AijB X; W 
for a ®nite domain W embedded in an unbounded
domain V 1 of the uniform modulus tensor F, as
follows:
1

T1
AijB X; W 

Z

 ÿFAiCk

C1
kCjB Y ÿ X dVY  H X; W dAB dij

W

which, in terms of PAiBj X; W , becomes
T1
AijB X; W 
 ÿFAiCk PkCjB X; W   H X; W dAB dij ;

74a

where H X; W  is the Heaviside step function,
having the value 1 for X is in W, and 0 otherwise.
When W is an ellipsoid, X, T1 X; W  with
components T1
AijB X; X, is constant for X in X. It
is then denoted by TX , or in component form, by
TXAijB . Indeed, from (46d),
TXAijB  ÿFAiCk PXkCjB  dAB dij :

74b

The tensor TXAijB is conjugate to the generalized
Eshelby tensor SXiABj . The equivalence relations
between SXiABj and TXAijB are given by Eqs. (46a)±
(46f). From the symmetry PXiAjB  PXjBiA , it follows
that the generalized conjugate Eshelby tensor satis®es the following two symmetry properties:
GiAkC TXCkjB  GXjBkC TXCkiA ;

74c

TXAikC FCkBj  TXBjkC FCkAi :

74d
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5. Average quantities
For an ellipsoidal region, X, the tensor ®eld
P X; X is constant when X is in X. This leads to a
number of interesting exact results, similar to
those for linearly elastic solids; see Nemat-Nasser
and Hori (1993), Section 11. The similarity, however, is only in the form of the expressions.
Therefore, the dierences must be carefully noted.
In the present work, the focus is on ®nite inelastic
deformations of solids, involving large strains, rotations, strain rates, and spins. The instantaneous
pseudo-modulus and pseudo-compliance tensors,
i.e., F and G, display minimal symmetries, and do
not possess the properties that generally exist in
linear elasticity. Moreover, in general, the results
for the ®nite deformation case are valid only when
appropriate kinematical and dynamical variables
are used. As is evident from the results of the
preceding sections, the velocity gradient and the
nominal stress rate, F_ X and S_ N , are indeed suitable quantities for this purpose. The reference
con®guration can be arbitrary. Other strain rate
and stress rate tensors do not, in general, have
similar characteristics, and, hence, may not lead to
similar simple and powerful results. On the other
hand, no such distinction is necessary in linear
elasticity.
5.1. Generalized double-inclusion problem
Consider an arbitrary ®nite region W in an
unbounded domain V 1 of pseudo-modulus tensor
F. The region W may consist of several disconnected subregions, say, Wa , a  1; 2; . . . ; n, of arbitrary shape.
Suppose that an arbitrary eigenvelocity gradient
®eld, F_  X, is distributed in W. Let X be an arbitrary ellipsoidal domain in V 1 , such that W is
totally contained within X; see Fig. 2. Then, the
average velocity gradient and the corresponding
average nominal stress rate, taken over domain X,
are completely determined by the generalized
Eshelby tensor for X.
Indeed, denoting the average value of F_  X
over W by hF_  iW , and those of F_ X and S_ N over X
_ and hS_ N i , respectively, obtain
by hFi
X
X

Fig. 2. An ellipsoidal X in an unbounded uniform V 1 , contains
W  W1  W2  W3 ; arbitrary eigenvelocity gradients F_  X are
distributed within W.

_ 
hFi
X

W X _
S : hF iW ;
X

75a

_ 
hSi
X

W
F: SX ÿ 1 4 : hF_  iW
X

76a

or, in component form,
hF_ iA iX 

W X _
S hF i ;
X iABj jB W

75b

W

S_ NAi  FAiBj SjBCk ÿ djk dBC hF_ kC iW ;
X

76b

where W and X stand for their volumes.
The proof follows from the properties of the
tensor ®eld PAiBj X; W . For any eigenvelocity
gradient F_  X distributed in the ®nite domain W
within an unbounded uniform region V 1 , the resulting velocity gradient ®eld is
Z
_
77
F_ iA X  C1
iAjB Y ÿ XFBjCk F kC Y dVY :
W

Therefore, the average velocity gradient in the ellipsoidal domain X, becomes
hF_ iA iX


1
X

Z Z
X



_
C1
iAjB Y ÿ XFBjCk F kC Y dVY


dVX ;

W

78a

514
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where X and Y are in X and W, respectively. Since
W and X do not intersect, the integrand C1
iAjB X ÿ
Y in Eq. (78a) is not singular. Hence, with the
minimal assumption of integrability, the order of
integration can be changed,

Z Z

1
_
CiAjB Y ÿ XFBjCk F kC Y dVY dVX
X

W

Z Z



FBjCk F_ kC Y dVY :
C1
Y
ÿ
X
dV
X
iAjB


W

X

78b
The inner integral in the right-hand side is given
by
Z
X
C1
78c
iAjB Y ÿ X dVX  PiAjB Y; X  PiAjB
W

which is constant for ellipsoidal X, since Y is in
W  X. Therefore, in view of Eq. (73b), Eq. (75a)
and Eq. (75b) is obtained. Eqs. (76a) and (76b)
then follow by de®nition; e.g., use Eq. (42) and
average over X.
The remarkable exact results Eq. (75a) and
Eq. (75b) and Eq. (76a) and Eq. (76b) are valid
for any ®nite W, containing any arbitrary eigenvelocity gradient (transformation velocity gradient) F_  , which renders the integrals ®nite and
permits the interchange of the order of integration.
They can be used to homogenize a heterogeneous
solid and to obtain the corresponding overall
pseudo-moduli.
As an application of the general results
Eq. (75a) and Eq. (75b) and Eq. (76a) and
Eq. (76b), consider an ellipsoid X1 within another
ellipsoid X2 , embedded in a uniform unbounded
domain V 1 of pseudo-modulus tensor F; see
Fig. 3. Let X1 contain an arbitrary region W, in
which an arbitrary eigenvelocity gradient F_  X is
distributed. Under similar minimal assumptions,
and using a similar procedure which produced
Eq. (75a) and Eq. (75b), it can easily be shown
that the average value of the velocity gradient over
the annulus X2 ÿ X1 , is given by
_
hFi
X2 ÿX1 

W
fS X2  ÿ S X1 g: hF_  iW
X2 ÿ X1
79a

Fig. 3. An ellipsoidal X2 in an unbounded uniform V 1 , contains an ellipsoidal X1 which contains an arbitrary region W;
arbitrary eigenvelocity gradients F_  X are distributed within
W.

or, in component form, by
hF_ iA iX2 ÿX1 

W
fSiABj X2  ÿ SiABj X1 ghF_ jB iW
X2 ÿ X1
79b

where S X1  and S X2  are the generalized
Eshelby tensors corresponding to the ellipsoidal
domains X1 and X2 , respectively. The average
stress rate in X2 ÿ X1 is given by
hS_ N iX2 ÿX1 

W
F:fS X2  ÿ S X1 g: hF_  iW :
X2 ÿ X1
79c

Eqs. (79a)±(79c) are the ®nite-deformation version
of the so-called Tanaka±Mori result (Tanaka and
Mori, 1972; see also, Nemat-Nasser and Hori,
1993, Section 11).
The generalized Eshelby tensor depends on the
matrix properties, de®ned by F, but not on the
properties of X. It, however, depends on both the
shape and the orientation of the ellipsoid. Moreover, only the ratios of the axes enter the components of this tensor in a coordinate system
coincident with the directions of the principal axes
of the ellipsoid. Therefore, if the two ellipsoidal
regions, X1 and X2 , have the same shape and orientation, i.e., if the corresponding principal axes
have common ratios and directions, and since both
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are embedded in the same unbounded domain,
then
S X2   S X1 :

80a

Hence, the average velocity gradient and the average nominal stress rate in X2 ÿ X1 vanish,
_
hFi
X2 ÿX1  0;

80b

hS_ N iX2 ÿX1  0:

80c

These exact results hold for any W of any arbitrary shape, containing any arbitrary eigenvelocity
gradient, F_  X.
5.2. Generalized phase-transformation problem
Here we generalize to ®nite deformations and
rotations, some exact averaging results recently
presented by Nemat-Nasser and Hori (1993, 1995)
for linearly elastic solids. These authors seek to
obtain the average strains and stresses in an ellipsoidal region V within an unbounded uniform
linearly elastic solid B of elasticity tensor C, when
V undergoes phase transformation in the following
manner: (1) an ellipsoidal subregion X of V undergoes transformation corresponding to variable
eigenstrains e1 x; and (2) the remaining part of
V, C  V ÿ X, undergoes transformation with
uniform eigenstrains e2 .
Consider a ®nitely deformed solid of any constitutive property which can be represented by
Eqs. (30a)±(30c) in terms of the nominal stress
_ This is shown in
rate, S_ N , and velocity gradient, F.
Fig. 4. Eigenvelocity gradients (variable), F_ 1 X,
are prescribed in X, and constant eigenvelocity
gradients, F_ 2 , are prescribed in the remaining
part, V ÿ X. Ellipsoids X and V need be neither
coaxial nor similar.
Although the resulting velocity gradient and
nominal stress rate ®elds, F_ and S_ N , in general are
not constant in V and X, the average velocity
gradient and nominal stress rate in X are exactly
given by
_  SX : hF_ 1 i  SV ÿ SX  : F_ 2 ;
hFi
X
X
hS_ N iX  F: SX ÿ 1 4  : hF_ 1 iX
 F: SV ÿ SX  : F_ 2 ;

Fig. 4. An unbounded uniform solid B contains two ellipsoidal
regions, V and X X  V , with eigenvelocity gradients F_ 1 X
in X and uniform eigenvelocity gradients F_ 2 in C  V ÿ X.

where SV and SX are the generalized Eshelby's
tensors for ellipsoids V and X, respectively, as
de®ned in Section 4.5. Similarly, the average velocity gradient and nominal stress rate over V are
exactly given by
_  SV : ff hF_ 1 i  1 ÿ f F_ 2 g;
hFi
V
X

81c

hS_ N iV  F: SV ÿ 1 4  : ff hF_ 1 iX  1 ÿ f F_ 2 g;
81d
where f is the volume fraction of X in V, f  X=V .
Finally, in view of Eqs. (81a)±(81d), the average
velocity gradient and nominal stress rate over the
annulus G are given by
_  SV : F_ 2 
hFi
C

f
SV ÿ SX  : hF_ 1 iX ÿ F_ 2 ;
1ÿf
81e

81a

hS_ N iC  F : SV ÿ 1 4  : F_ 2
f
F : SV ÿ SX  : hF_ 1 iX ÿ F_ 2 :

1ÿf
81f

81b

Again, these equations are exact.
The proof of Eqs. (81a)±(81f) directly follows
from the result presented in the preceding section.
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The volume average of the velocity gradient produced by F_ 1 X in X is
h velocity gradient due to F_ 1 iD
(
DX
SX : hF_ 1 iX

V
1
_
f S : hF iX D  V

82a

and the volume average of the corresponding
nominal stress rate ®eld is
h nominal stress rate due to F_ 1 iD
(
F: SV ÿ 1 4  : hF_ 1 iX
DX

4
V
1
DV:
f F: S ÿ 1  : hF_ i

82b

X

Fields due to constant F_ 2 in C can be obtained by
superposing the ®elds due to (constant) ÿF_ 2 distributed over the entire X and the ®elds due to
(constant) F_ 2 distributed over the entire V. Hence,
the volume average of the velocity gradient and
nominal stress rate ®elds produced by F_ 2 in C are
computed by applying expressions (75a) and (75b)
and (76a) and (76b) separately to the ®elds due to
ÿF_ 2 in X and ÿF_ 2 in V, i.e.,
h velocity gradient due to F_ 2 iD
(
SV ÿ SV  : F_ 2 D  X

1 ÿ f SV : F_ 2 D  V ;
h nominal stress rate to F_ 2 iD
(
F: SV ÿ SX  : F_ 2

1 ÿ f F: SV ÿ 1 4  : F_ 2

82c

DX
DV:

5.3. A nested sequence of transforming ellipsoidal
regions
The above results can be generalized to the case
when V consists of a series of annulus subregions,
i.e., a nested sequence of ellipsoidal regions, where,
in each of the annuli, a distinct but constant
eigenvelocity gradient is prescribed. As in the case
of linear elasticity (Nemat-Nasser and Hori,
1993, 1995), the resulting average ®eld quantities
can be computed exactly, using the procedure
outlined in the preceding section.
To show this, consider a nested series of ellipsoidal regions, Xa a  1; 2; . . . ; m, with Xm  V ,
which satisfy X1  X2  . . .  Xm , and denote the
annulus between Xa and Xaÿ1 by Ca  Xa ÿ Xaÿ1
a  2; 3; . . . ; m; see Fig. 5. These ellipsoids need
be neither coaxial nor similar. Now, consider the
following distribution of eigenvelocity gradients:
m
X
H X; Ca F_ a ;
83
F_  X  H X; X1 F_ 1 X 
a2

where each F_ a a  2; 3; . . . ; m is constant, and
H X; D is the Heaviside step function, taking on
the value 1 when X is in D, and 0 otherwise; note
that F_ 1 X need not be constant, and that each
annulus has a dierent but constant eigenvelocity
gradient. The resulting velocity gradient and
nominal stress rate ®elds are denoted by F_ and S_ N ,
respectively.

82d
These expressions are the generalized version of
Eqs. (10.4.17c,d) of Nemat-Nasser and Hori
(1993). 19 The volume averages of F_ and S_ N taken
over X and V, Eqs. (81a)±(81d), are obtained directly from Eqs. (82a)±(82d).

19
In Nemat-Nasser and Hori (1993), there are typographical
errors (superscripts) in their Eqs. (10.4.17c,d), page 349. Their
(10.4.17d) should read:
(
C : SV ÿ SX  : e2
DX
2
h stress due to e iD 
1 ÿ f C : SV ÿ 1 4s  : e2 D  V :

Fig. 5. A nested sequence of four inclusions embedded in in®nite domain B; Xa with eigenvelocity gradients F_ a
a  1; 2; 3; 4; B with pseudo-modulus tensor F.
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for a  2; 3; . . . ; m, where h i0a denotes the volume
average taken over the annular region Ca , and Fa is
the volume fraction of Xa relative to Xm  V , i.e.,

Apply expressions (75a,b) and (76a,b) to the
®elds produced by F_ 1 X in X1 . The volume average of the resulting velocity gradient ®eld over
any Xa  X1 then is
X1 a _ 1
S : hF i1
hvelocity gradient due to F_ 1 ia 
Xa
84a
a
where a is not summed, S is the generalized
Eshelby tensor for Xa , and subscript a or 1 on h i
emphasizes that the volume average is taken over
Xa or X1 . The velocity gradient ®eld due to F_ b in
Cb b  2; 3; . . . ; m is obtained by superposing the
velocity gradient ®eld due to ÿF_ b distributed in
Xbÿ1 , and the velocity gradient ®eld due to F_ b
distributed in Xb . Hence, the average velocity
gradient over Xa due to F_ b is

Xa
:
86b
V
The corresponding average nominal stress rates
are computed in the same manner, and are ex_ as
pressed in terms of hFi,

hvelocity gradient due to F_ b ia
8
b
bÿ1
>
_ b
>
< S ÿ S :F
 f Xb ÿ Xbÿ1 =Xa gSa : F_ b
>
>
: b not summed:

_  S: hF_ 1 i ;
hFi
1
1 1

87a

_  S : F_ a :
hFi
a

87b

Xa  Xb
Xa  Xb

84b

Since all subregions have the same pseudo-modulus
tensor, F, the resulting average nominal stress
rates are obtained directly from the corresponding
average (velocity gradient ± eigenvelocity gradient).
The volume average of the velocity gradient
_ over Xa is obtained by superposition of
®eld F,
Eq. (84a) and Eq. (84b) for b  2; 3; . . . ; m, and
then the volume average of F_ over annular region
Ca is computed. This leads to
m
X
_  S1 : hF_ 1 i 
hFi
Sb ÿ Sbÿ1  : F_ b
85a
1
1
b2

and

0

h ia 

1
Fa h ia ÿ Faÿ1 h iaÿ1 ;
Fa ÿ Faÿ1

86a

Fa 

_ ÿ hF_ 1 i ;
hS_ N i1  F: hFi
1
1

85c

_ ÿ F_ a ;
hS_ N i0a  F: hFi
a

85d

for a  2; 3; . . . ; m. In particular, if all X0a 's are
similar and coaxial, then, Eq. (85a) and Eq. (85b)
become

0

for a  2; 3; . . . ; m, where S is the generalized
Eshelby tensor common to all Xa 's. 20
6. Calculation of Green's function
As pointed out in Section 4.2, the Green function, G1
jm X, for an in®nitely extended homogeneous domain, V 1 , is the vector-valued
fundamental solution of the operator
Lij  FAiBj

o2
oXA oXB

88a

de®ned by the following boundary-value problem:

(
1
0
a
aÿ1
_
hFi1 
S ÿ S  : F1 hF_ 1 i1
Fa ÿ Faÿ1
)
m
X

Fb ÿ Fbÿ1 F_ b

FAiBj G1
jm;AB X  d Xdim  0

X in V 1 ;

89a

where d X is the delta function, and
G1
jm X ! 0

b2

1
f Fa ÿ 2Faÿ1 Sa
Fa ÿ Faÿ1
m
X
 Faÿ1 Saÿ1 g : F_ a 
Sb ÿ Sbÿ1  : F_ b



ba1

85b

as jXj ! 1:

89b

Since the matrix of the pseudo-modulus tensor F,
has diagonal symmetry, i.e., since FAiBj  FBjAi , it
follows that the operator Lij is symmetric,
20
Note that in (85b), the ®rst summation is omitted for a  2,
and the second summation is omitted for a  m.
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Lij  Lji

i; j;  1; 2; 3:

88b

As shown in Section 4.2, this symmetry leads to
the symmetry of the Green function,
1
G1
jm X  Gmj X. It thus follows that only the
following combination of the components of F
enters the expression of the Green function:
^ AiBj  1 FAiBj  FBiAj  FAjBi  FBjAi :
89c
F
4
^ AiBj , in general, has a total of 36
The tensor F
distinct components.

_ X;
 N á F: F

91a

where
_ X 
F

lim fF_ X  ÿ F_ Xÿ g  g

Xÿ ;X !X

N:

92a

Here, g is the vector-valued amplitude of the jump.
In component form, these expressions become
T_ i  X 

N

lim NA fS_ Aj X  ÿ S_ NAi Xÿ g

Xÿ ;X !X

91b

where

The operator Lij is called strongly elliptic if
A; B; i; j  1; 2; 3;

Xÿ ;X !X

 NA FAiBj F_ jB  X;

6.1. Strong ellipticity and Green's function

FAiBj nA nB ni nj > 0

lim N á fS_ N X  ÿ S_ N Xÿ g

_ X 
T

F_ iA  X 

90

for any nonzero pair of vectors, n and n, with
rectangular Cartesian components, nA and ni ,
A; i  1; 2; 3. The existence of strong ellipticity
precludes the inception of strain localization in the
form of discontinuity surfaces, across which certain components of the velocity gradient undergo
®nite jumps; Hadamard (1903), Thomas
(1956, 1958), Hill (1961, 1962), Rice (1977), and
Iwakuma and Nemat-Nasser (1984).
Indeed, suppose N is a unit vector normal to
such a surface, say, R, at point X; see Fig. 6. Since
the traction rates must remain continuous across
R, it follows that the jump in the traction rates,
_ X, must be zero. This jump is given
de®ned by T
in terms of the nominal stress rate and the velocity
gradient, by

lim fF_ iA X  ÿ F_ iA Xÿ g  gi NA :

Xÿ ;X !X

92b
From Eqs. (91a,b) and Eqs. (92a,b), the condition
for the continuity of the traction rates across R
becomes (Hill, 1962; Rice, 1977; and Iwakuma and
Nemat-Nasser, 1984),
_ X  N á F: g
T

N  0

93a

or, in components,
T_ i  X  FAiBj NA NB gj  0:

93b

For nontrivial solutions, the determinant of the
coecients of g in the set of three homogeneous
linear Eqs. (93a,b) must vanish, leading to the
following characteristic equation for the operator
Lij :
D N  det jFAiBj NA NB j  0:

94

The inception of discontinuous solutions is possible if Eq. (94) admits real-valued roots for the
vector N. If NI is one such root, then from Eqs.
(93a,b) the corresponding amplitude, gI , is computed, leading to
g

Fig. 6. A surface of discontinuity R, across which certain
components of F_ may be discontinuous.

NI : F: g

NI  FAiBj NAI NBI gIi gIj  0:

95

This is precluded by the strong ellipticity condition
(90). Thus, the strong ellipticity guarantees complex-valued solutions, N, for the characteristic
Eq. (94). Since the coecients of this sextic equation are real, the roots occur as pairs of complex
conjugates. In such a case, Eqs. (89a±c) yields a
real-valued Green function.
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6.2. Green's function
The Green function can be obtained by applying the Fourier transformation to Eqs. (89a±c).
Denote the Fourier transform of the Green func^ 1 n, i.e.,
tion G1 X by G
Z1
1
1
^1 n exp in á X dVn ;
Gij X 
96a
G
ij
3
2p
ÿ1

where dVn is the elementary volume element in the
n-space. Hence, the Fourier transform of G1
ij;AB X
^1 nnA nB . Since
is ÿG
ij
Z1
1
d X 
exp in á X dVn ;
96b
3
2p
ÿ1

the Fourier transform of Eq. (89a) results in
^1 n  dim ;
Kij nG
jm

97a

where
Kij n  FAiBj nA nB :

97b

With strong ellipticity, matrix K n admits an inverse for all values of n. Hence, the Fourier
transform of the Green function becomes
^1
G
ij

n 

Kijÿ1

Nij n
n 
;
D n

98a

where
1
Nij n  eikm ejln Kkl nKmn n
2
 cofactor Kij n;
1
D n  eikm ejln Kij nKkl nKmn n
6
 det jKij nj;
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a discontinuity surface coincide with the conditions for the existence of the real roots of
D n  0, which then precludes the existence of a
real-valued Green function, since, in that case, the
operator Eq. (98a) will no longer be elliptic; Iwakuma and Nemat-Nasser (1984).
To evaluate Eq. (96a), set 21
n  n á n

1=2

;

99a

n  n=n;

99b

and rewrite it as follows:
G1
ij X


Z1

1
2p

Z
dn

3
0

S n

Nij n
expfinn á Xg dS n;
D n

100a

where dS n is an elementary surface of a unit
sphere, S n, in the n-space. In deriving Eq. (100a),
the property that Nij n and D n are fourth- and
sixth-degree polynomials in n is used. Since the
delta function satis®es
Z1
1
exp finxg dn;
101
d x 
2p
ÿ1

Eq. (100a) can be written as
Z
1
Nij n
X

d n á X dS n:
G1
ij
8p2
D n

100b

S n

98b

6.3. Generalized Eshelby tensor and its conjugate

98c

For the present application, substitute
Eqs. (69e) and (69f) into Eq. (73a) and use
Eq. (96a) to arrive at
Z
Z1
ÿ1
o2
^1 n
PiAjB X; X 
dVY G
ij
3
2p oXA oXB

and eijk is the permutation symbol.
Eqs. (96a) and (98a) show the relation between
the structure of the Green function and the possibility of a loss of stability of the uniformly
stressed homogeneous solid, because the nature
of the roots of D n  0 de®nes the ellipticity,
parabolicity, or hyperbolicity of the operator
Eq. (98a). As shown in the preceding section, the
necessary conditions for the possibility of jumps of
certain components of the velocity gradient across

W

ÿ1

 exp fin á X ÿ Yg dVn :

102a

Now, introduce the following coordinate transformation:
21
See KroÈner (1953), Kneer (1965), Willis (1964), Indenbom
and Orlov (1968), Kinoshita and Mura (1971) and Mura (1987).
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fA  aA nA ; X A  XA =aA ; Y A  YA =aA ;
A  1; 2; 3; A not summed;

103

where aA ; A  1; 2; 3, are constants. An ellipsoidal
X whose principal axes are parallel to the global
coordinate axes XA , with length 2ai , i  1; 2; 3, is
then transformed into a unit sphere X in the Xspace. In terms of the coordinates X; Y, and f,
Eq. (102a) reduces to
Z
Z1
ÿ1
o2
^1 f
dVY G
PiAjB X; X 
ij
3
2p aA aB oX A oX B
ÿ1

X

 exp fif á X ÿ Yg dVf ;

102b

where A, B are not summed,
^1 f 
G
ij

Nij


f
;
D f

104a

1

Nij f  eikm ejln Kkl fKmn
f
2
 cofactor Kij f;

104b

f 

104c

FAiBj fA fB
1
FAiBj
aA aB

ÿ1
o2
 2
2p aA aB oX A oX B

Z

^1 f/ f; X; X dS f;
G
ij

S f

102d
where A and B are not summed, and
Z
/ f; X; X  d f á X ÿ Y dVY :

106a

X

The argument of the delta function in the integrand of Eq. (106a) is zero only if the vector Z 
X ÿ Y is normal to f. Hence, / f; X; X is the area
of a section cut in X by the plane which contains
the point X and is normal to f. For any point Y on
this plane, f á X ÿ Y  0. Since X is a unit sphere,
the argument of the delta function in Eq. (106a)
vanishes
for all Y on a circle with radius

q
2

all repeated indices are summed;
FAiBj 

PiAjB X; X

1 ÿ f á X ; see Fig. 7. To evaluate Eq. (105a),

1

f
D f  eikm ejln Kij fKkl fKmn
6
 det jKij fj;
Kij

where A, B, are not summed, and Z  X ÿ Y, and
dS f is an elementary surface of a unit sphere,
S f, in the f-space. In view of Eq. (101), this is
further reduced to

104d

A; B not summed;

de®ne
z  f á Y;

107a

z0  f á X;

107b

104e

and dVY and dVf are elementary areas in the Y- and
f-space, respectively.
To evaluate Eq. (102b), set
f  f á f

1=2

;

105a

f  f=f;

105b

and rewrite it as follows:
PiAjB X; X
o2

3
2p aA aB oX A oX B
ÿ1

Z
dVY
X

 exp iff á Z dS f;

Z

Z1
df
0

^1 f
G
ij

S f

102c

 cut by the plane
Fig. 7. Area of the section in the unit sphere X
 and is normal to f.
which contains the point X
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R z 

p
1 ÿ z2 :

107c

Then, with respect to a cylindrical coordinate
system whose z-axis coincides with f, Eq. (106a)
becomes
/X f; X  / f; X; X
Z1

R
Z z



d z ÿ z0  dz
ÿ1



Hence,

r dr

dh

pR2 z0  for z0 6 1
0

(

/ f; X; X 

for z0 > 1:

pf1 ÿ f á X2 g

for f á X 6 1

0

for f á X > 1:

106b

108a

Since / is a second-order polynomial in X, for
X 2 X, PX is independent of X. For X outside of
the unit sphere X, P is given by

108b

f

where A and B are not summed, and S  f is the
subset of the surface area of the unit sphere where
f á X 6 1. Therefore, P X 62 X; X is a function of
X.
Substitute Eq. (104a) into Eq. (108b) to obtain
1
4paA aB

Z
S f

Nij f
D f

A; B not summed:

p=2
Z

Z2p
d/
0

ÿp=2

Nij f
D f

fA fB dh;
108d

Now, de®ne
1
/ 
2paA aB

Z2p
0

Nij f
D f

fA fB dh;
109b

and, with z  e , obtain
I
Nij f
1
fA fB dz;
HiAjB / 
2piaA aB zD f
c

A; B not summed:

109c

where c is the unit circle jzj  1 in the complex zplane. Then, Eq. (108d) becomes

S f

PXiAjB 

1

4paA aB

ih

PXiAjB  PiAjB X 2 X; X
Z
1
^1 ffA fB dS f;

G
ij
4paA aB

PiAjB X 62 X; X
Z
1
^1 ffA fB dS f;

G
ij
4paA aB

f3  sin /;
109a

A; B not summed:

Note that, f á X 6 1 for all X 2 X. Substitute
Eq. (106b) into Eq. (102d) to obtain

A; B not summed:

f2  cos / sin h;

into it, and obtain

HiAjB

106c

S

f1  cos / cos h;

A; B not summed:

0

0

To evaluate Eq. (108c), substitute

PXiAjB

Z2p

521

fA fB dS f;
108c

PXiAjB

1

2

p=2
Z

HiAjB /d/:

108e

ÿp=2

Explicit results emerge for two-dimensional
problems whose corresponding Green functions
are deduced by the limiting process of a3 ! 1
which renders the integral Eq. (107b) independent
of /. Thus, in two dimensions,
PXiAjB  HiAjB / ! 0;

108f

where the components of f are identi®ed with
cosh; sin h; 0. The details are given by Iwakuma
and Nemat-Nasser (1984).
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